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Cook-N-Dine: They All Want A Piece Of The Action

__________________________________________________________________________

(Miami, Florida, May 2006/CND) - - Cook-your-own dinner parties are a craze amongst
high-end consumers who want the latest and newest on the market. German-made Cook-N-Dine
freestanding tables and build-in cook-tops, known as the “innovative fusion of furniture &
appliance” answer to this growing demand for the Cook-N-Dine “restaurant experience at home”,
as HGTV (Home and Garden Television) states.

The electrically powered Cook-N-Dine is made from food-grade 304 German stainless
steel, 8-10 gauge (3/16 – 1/8 inch) thick. Any type of food can be cooked directly on the brushed
stainless steel surface, without pots or pans, similar to the Japanese Teppanyaki concept.

“It is so much fun, and it’s a real ice-breaker at dinner parties” says interior designer Dee
Dee Ackerman of DL Ackerman Design Group, Rancho Cordova, CA. “Before you know it they
all want a piece of the action and begin to take part in cooking their own food while chatting
away.” Cook-N-Dine conveniently combines cooking and dining in one place, eliminating the
trips back and forth to the kitchen.

The patented high-tech heating element causes the up to 430° F hot center to gently bow
downward, thus containing the cooking juices. All Cook-N-Dine units have a warming area
(more)
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around the cooking center, where the heat remains at about 50% of the set cooking temperature,
while the dining area toward the edge of the tables remains completely cold. When switched off
with the easy 1-10 dial, the center reverts to be completely flat again, allowing double-duty usage
as regular table or additional workspace.

Cook-N-Dine is the safe, flameless choice for consumers who love the clean lines of
European design for their new indoor or outdoor kitchen and patio. The all-stainless units
withstand the elements and are a smart addition to any stylish dining space, indoors and out.
Cook-tops can be built into any type of counter material, even into regular dining tables. Low
maintenance, a Cook-N-Dine can quickly be cleaned with just plain water while still warm.

Starting at $ 1,690 (MSRP) for the Portable unit, Cook-N-Dine freestanding tables and
build-in cooktops are available through select appliance, kitchen & bath retailers, as well as
specialty and casual furniture stores. For more information, Cook-N-Dine USA can be contacted
via phone 305.893.1560, or visit www.cookndine.com.
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